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Introduction
“You are a
starseed of
Light. You have
come from a
planetary mass
that knew Light
and knew itself
to be Light, and
you desire to
know that again.
That is why you
seek. That is
why you pray.”

Jeshua continues to bring the same message to us about being
starseeds and beings of Divine Light. Each time he adds in something
deeper and more profound, as we are able to receive his meaning.

Jeshua

If so, we are in a training hologram and our dramatic life experiences
are the lessons in “the most wonderful playground called the world, to
try our various techniques of remembrance, various rituals, various
teachings to see which ones resonate and bring forth the most light
feeling within you. That is what you are seeking to know.”

“You have played with everything and as everything that you can
imagine. You have the computer programs in you for all of the
experiences of anything you can imagine. If you can imagine it, you
have already lived it.” This statement of Jeshua’s blew my circuits wide
open. The implications are tremendous for how multi-dimensional we
are and the breadth and depth of our experiences as eternal beings,
who have lived and played as light. I also wonder if his statements
about internalized computer programs, mean that perhaps our lives are
holographic simulations, which are coupled with the intensity of
feelings to give us the illusion of reality. I wonder.

The power principles of “Starseeds of the Future” are:
 Take a deep breath and come to a place of peace.
 Open the door to the remembrance of living as Light.
 Remember how it feels to live in harmony.
 Give up belief in suffering.
 Know that “anywhere you are, you are home, because you
are Home. You carry it within you”.
 Know that you have purpose. Let your Light shine.
 Choose your thoughts. No one controls you.
 Get to know yourself. Celebrate yourself.
 Take yourself lightly, because you are Light.
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Discussion Questions
 What passage in this chapter touches your heart? Your mind? Your
imagination?

 Jeshua tells us that “if you can imagine it, you have already lived it.”
What is it that you imagine, that perhaps is exciting to you? Can you
believe that you have already lived it? Describe it as if you are telling
the story of your life. What surprises you? Is it something you would
like to “re-live” with a new twist?
 Jeshua advises us again “Do not worry”. This time he points out “that
which was deemed to be most beautiful and most desirable changes.
It is arbitrary and temporary”. Do you have examples in your present
life of changing norms, standards of beauty, people, objects or values
which have caused you to reexamine your goals or life style?

Affirmation for
the Week:
“I choose only
thoughts of Love
and Light.”
Inspired by Jeshua

Assignments
 Jeshua gives us an assignment: “Look in the mirror and behold the
Light that you are. See yourself as I see you. Know that you have
purpose. Know that always you will be that which you are, the Light
come forth to express and to experience the divinity of you, beloved
Starseed of Light.” Journal about it this practice. It’s enlightening.
 Starseed /Ascension video on Gaia https://www.gaia.com/video/starseeds?fullplayer=feature

 Meditate on the remembrance of “how it feels to live in harmony,
how it feels to be in Light and to feel light; even on the physical level
to feel lighter than air and to know that you are the creative One
who creates every experience.” Practice encircling yourself inside a
bubble of light, which only Love can penetrate. (Anything unlike
Love bounces off of your bubble.) Consciously walk around with it in
your daily life. Notice the subtle reaction of others you meet up.
Write about it.
 Affirmation: “I choose only thoughts of Love and Light.”
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